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BRAIN-CONTROLLED  DRONES
	
Have you ever wanted to move things using only your thoughts? This is an 
area of Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) research that many computer 
scientists are studying in order to control robots, like drones, with your BRAIN! 

HOW  DOES  IT  WORK? 
First, users wear special headsets that read the electrical 
activity of their brains (brainwaves). The headset is connected 
to software which next uses an algorithm to calculate the user's
level of engagement, or concentration, from a ratio of 
brainwave activity. Finally, the software translates engagement 
into a computer command. The more users that train the 
software while wearing headsets, the better it gets at quickly 
executing these commands. This machine learning allows the 
computer to turn brainwave information into a “forward” 
command for the drone. For example the code may look like 
this: If engagement level > 0.5 then move forward.  
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So, the harder a pilot concentrates, the higher their brainwave 
activity, and the faster their drone will go forward!  

OFF  TO  THE  RACES 
Researchers at the University of Florida host a Brain Drone 
Race every year! Pilots who can focus on one task at a time 
perform better at controlling machines with their brain and 
cross the finish line first. 

 

 SEE MORE: 

THE  BOTTOM  LINE To win the race, you have to concentrate! 

THE BRAINS BEHIND THE BRAIN DRONE RACE 
Chris Crawford and Marvin Andujar began The Brain-
Controlled Drones project as graduate students at the
University of Florida under the mentorship of Juan 
Gilbert (see Spotlight below). Now, Chris and Marvin 
are leading projects in their own labs to deeper 
understand the interactions between humans and 
robots. For instance, Chris studies how people can 
use their minds to write code and create digital 
art. Meanwhile, Marvin has taken the brain-controlled 
drone technology into virtual reality. Imagine 
MarioCart without the controllers! 
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Psst...This Bits & Bytes feature contains hidden links!  
When the mouse changes from a       to a    ,  
click on the content to learn more. 

http://www.chrissmithcrawford.com/
https://www.marvinandujar.com/
https://www.eng.ufl.edu/newengineer/news/mind-controlled-drones-race-to-the-future/
http://braindronerace.com/


 

   

 

 

WORDS  TO  KNOW 
Software 

A set of instructions that 
tell a computer what to do 

Algorithm 

A rule that the computer 
uses to solve problems  

Machine Learning  
Science of enabling a 
computer to do things 
without a direct command 

WHAT  DO  YOU  THINK? 
If the drone moves every time the 
pilot's engagement level is greater 
than 0.5, which of these two pilots 
would cross the finish line first? 

PILOT 1 

PILOT 2 TRY IT OUT
	
Race your classmates by 
drawing your own brainwave 
graphs and taking one step 
forward every time the level of 
engagement passes 0.5. 

SPOTLIGHT:  JUAN  GILBERT  
Dr. Gilbert leads the Human- Experience Research lab, where he and 
his team study a number of projects involving HCI, such as electronic 
voting systems, brain-computer interfaces, culturally-relevant CS 
education, and social computing. He also produces a documentary 
called Lab Daze which features his students and their work. Dr. 
Gilbert's commitment to mentorship and increasing inclusion in the 
field has earned him multiple awards including the Presidential Award 
for Excellence in Science, Mathematics, and Engineering Mentoring 
and the American Association for the Advancement of Science 
(AAAS) Mentor Award. 
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Links in this issue:  
 https://www.marvinandujar.com/ 
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